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It is clear from their twin chapters on deception and attribution
(Chapters 7 & 8) that Cheney & Sedarth (C & S) want to know
whether nonhuman primates attribute mental states to them-
selves and to others. Unlike investigations ofoperant learning,
however, comparative studies of social attribution must ask
whether animals possess a capacity that is at present only known
to exist for certain in humans. As a consequence. it is we who
must initially be used as a standard lor comparison. Thus,
althotigh we do not believe that monkeys and apes are develop-
mentally arrested children, we advocate svstematic com-
parative studies of human children and nonhuman primates. ln
particular, we believe that there are two compelling reasons
why studies ofattribution in nonhuman primates must begin by
testing children. ISee also Parker & Gibson, ".{ Developmental
Model for the Evolution of language and Intelligence in Earlv
Hominids 88S l(3) 1979; Chevalier-Skolnikoff "Spontaneous

Tool Use" 88S l2(3) 1989; and Greenfield "l,anguage, Tools
and Brain" BBS l4(4) l99f.l

First, part ofthe challenge in developing tests ofattributional
capacities for nonhuman primates has been to create non-
linguistic variations of experiments traditionally conducted with
children. To be sure that our linguistic tasks are really measur-
ing the capacity in which we are interested, however, we must
first demonstrate that children respond the same wav to both
variations of the test (linguistic and nonlinguistic). For example,
let us suppose we wished to investigate the attribution of false
beliefin onrngutans. First, a behavioral paradigm to test for its
presence would be created. Next, a set ofage-related hypoth-
eses about the expected performance ofyoung children would
be constructed from existing data on the attribution of false
belief in children, and appropriate-aged children would be
tested using the paradigm that was to be used with the orangu-
tans. If the task sorts children into age-classes according to
previous research using linguistic tasks, we can be reasonably
confident that the task is measuring false belief. If children
younger than 4 years old solve the task easily, however, we
should be conservative and accept the null hlpothesis until
there is unambiguous evidence that 3-year-olds do, in fact,
possess a clear understanding of false belieL

The second reason to test children first is that if we cannot
characterize a 3-vear-old's theorv of mind, how can we expect to
characterize a ven'et's? In Chapter 8, C & S do drau'on the child
development literature as a guide to understanding the minds of
nonhuman primates, but their use of this material is patchv and
at times inconsistent. Thev rely on a model that posits children
moving from an egrrcentric theorv of mind to a partial one in
which thev understand ignorance but not false belief, until
finallv acbieving an understanding of false belief. A number of
other framervorks that exist in the field of developmental psy'-

chologr for conct'ptualizinq how the child s theorv of mind
emerges, however lsee Table I lor a summan, o[ some of the
positions), and we refer to these frameworks as we proceed. Let
us look at a few of the toprcs thev address and help to expose
their complexity.

Early language use. Following Bretherton (Bretherton et al.
l98l: Bretherton & Beeghlv 1982) and her colleagues, C & S

argue that even 2-y-ear-olds express explicit knowledge of their
own and others'intentions. moods, and actions because they use
words that refer to these states. Yet this same logic would force
us to conclude that 2-1'ear-olds have some adult-like under-
standing of such words as "know" and "think." Other pos-
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Table I (Povinelli and deBlois). Sorw theorics of tlw chilts tlworg of mind.

Perner (in press)

Flavell (1988)

j

Leslie\1Q97)

Bartsch & Wellman (1988)

Chandler et al. (1989)

Bretherton & Beeghlv (1982)

Siegal & Beattie (1991)

Children younger than four years old ha,ve a behavioristic understanding of'mental states"l 'to
know," for example, is equated with 'to act sucressfully"; older children develop a representa-

tional understanding of knowledge states akin to our own.

Symbolic play is widence that three-year-olds (and even younger children) can conceive of
mental states as representations. These young children, however, fail to understand two
criticd aspects of mental states, (l) how mental states are formed (hence they attribute knowl-
edge 'miraculously") and (2) that mental states are what cause behaviour to occur.

Even young children have some understanding of mental states as representations. That is,

how mental states are caused and how they aflect behaviour.

Young children understand the mind in terms of representationd states (including false be-

liefs), but sometimes fail to respond to linguistic interrogation correctly because they fail to
understand the experimenter's purpose when questioning them.

sibilities exist. Children may inhabit a fundamentally difierent
social world where such words as "know" and "want" refer to
contingencies between expectations and actions (the frame-
works ofPerner [in press] and Flavell [1988] in Table l). Indeed,
Piaget argued that very young children use words like "bicycle"
in a preconceptual way. If children are using such cpncrete
words difierently from the way we do, viry should we believe
that their spontaneous utterances of "think" and "know'and
"pretend," reflect an awareness of abshact mental states as

opposed to behavior?
Syrnbollc play. Following Leslie (1987, see Table l), C & S

also adopt the position that symbolic play is evidence for an

understanding of mental states. In particular, they claim it as

evidence of an understanding of the difference between ap-
pearanc€ and realitv (p 207), an abillty to possess several
different (mental?) representations of objects or behaviors (p.

2M), an ability to manipulate hrowledge in themselves and
others (pp. ?A3-U), and the presence of self-awareness. Unfor-
tunately, dl of these conclusions are open to doubt. Symbolic
play begins to emerge at the end of the sensorimotor intel-
ligence stage and is signalled by the child's willingness to use

one object (or person) to stand for something else. But cpntrary
to what C & S seem to imply, this ability may reveal nothing
about the child's conception of "appearance" and "reality" as

mental states. lndeed, at least in the visual moddity, children
do not understand the appearance-reality distinction until about
4 years ofage (Flavell et al. 1989). Take the case that C & S find
striking - two young children involved in a pretend game

together where they verballv agree to use, lor example, a

banana as a telephone. Should this be taken as evidence that the
children are attributing mental states to each other? The prob-
lem, again, is how best to interpret their use of language. For all
we know, the children mav merely be agreeing to use the
banana in the same wav that they use a telephone. Do they &nou,
that it is not a telephone? l'es. o[course. and this is what Piaget
referred to as the use ofobjects as concrete svmbols - using one
object to stand for another. But this necessarily precedes the
child's concep tion of mcntal representation Indeed, rather than
seeing it as an indicator of an awareness of mental states, Piaget
saw early symbolic play'as a consequence of the child's difficultv
in grasping the social and representational aspects o[language.
For the same reason, we find C & S's claim that symbolic plav is

evidence of early attempts at manipulating knowledge states
suspect. Fina.lly, C & S offer no explicit support for their
argument that symbolic plav is evidence of self-awareness.

Selt-recognltlon and sell-awaneness. Despite the fact that
they cite a number of the key papers in the self-rec'ognition

literature, C & S fail to address the central issue that emerged
from this research nearly a decade ago. Indeed, the ctnclusion
of their abstrrt - that monkeys, but not chimpanzees, lack a

theory ofmind - has been repeatedly stressed by Gallup and his
colleagues for nearly a decade (Gallup 1981 1983; 1985; Gallup
& Suarez 19S6). C & S appear completely uruware of Gdlup's
argument that self-recognition is an empirical marker of the
onset of self-awareness and that self-awareness provides an
intuitive acc€ss to the minds of others (cf. pp. 24l-42). Beyond
this, it is unclear what new meaning C & S are trying to impose
on the term self-recognition. Their deftnition - distinguishing
self from others - would mean that we would have to talk about
certain species of 0ou,ering plants as being capable of self-
recognition (Haring et al. 1990). We understand C & S's desire
to define self-recognition as distinct from consciousness, but the
existing literature treats self-recpgnition as a speciffc behavior
(the act of producing selfdirected behavior in &ont of a mirror),
which requires some degree of self-awareness (or consciousness
of the categorical self). Tbe distinction they attempt to draw is

best left to two terms which refer to mental processes - self-
perception (their "self-recognition") versus self-conc'eption
(self-awareness; see Butterworth, in press).

In a recent series of experiments in conjunction with our
colleagues, we have attempted to subject Gallup's idea that self-
recognition is a behavioral marker of a theory of mind to its ffrst
empirical test (Povinelli & deBlois, submitted; Povinelli et al.,
1990; Povinelli et al., in press b; submitted). For example, in
one test, we sought to determine whether chimpanzees and
rhesus monkeys understand the causal connection between
seeing and knowing. Each subject was given the opportunity to
follow the advice of two people - one of whom had seen where
food was hidden, the other had not. The results largely con-
formed to Callup's predictions that chimpanzees, but not
monkevs, ought to be able to attribute knowledge to the correct
person. lVe remain cautious about inferring the complete ab-
sence of social attribution in rhesus monkeys, however, pre-
ciselv because when we tested children on the same task, young
3-year-olds (who are quite capable of self-recognition) proved
unable to distinguish between the person who saw candv hidden
and the person who did not. Thus, although our research (as well
as C & S's) may point to important differences between chim-
panzees and monkeys, at present it argues more for the c.om-
plexity of the chimpanzee's theory of mind than for the monkey's
complete absence of one.

Although we have counseled that we must ftrst understand
the ontogeny of attribution in children before we can under-
stand it in other species, we see a future in which the reverse is
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